
The Wheel of Becoming is a representation of Buddhist beliefs about 

life, death, and rebirth. The energy produced by one’s past actions 

(karma) is the force that traps beings within this cyclic existence. 

Practitioners can determine their place within the concentric circles 

of the wheel, which delineate the various realms of being. 

Visit www.rmanyc.org/gallery-activities to print any of our gallery cards and activities!
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Along the top of the paint-
ing, the Buddha (1) points to 
the Dharmachakra (Wheel 
of Teachings) (2), signaling 
that the way to exit the 
wheel and thus escape suf-
fering is through following 
the Buddhist teachings and 
ending the cycle of rebirth, 
known as samsara. Exis-
tence beyond the wheel is 
considered ultimate reality 
(nirvana), while life within 
the wheel is considered de-
ceptive reality.



dark path and the light path
The Dark Path of negative karma, represented by slumped, 
gray figures, leads downward into lower realms, while the 
Light Path, represented by lay people, a monk, and an ascetic, 
leads upward into the higher realms.   

realms of karmic existence 
Each realm is categorized by an accompanying distortion of  
reality and features a buddha offering refuge. 

twelve links of dependent origination 
These interdependent actions are carried out instinctively by  
humans and lead to the creation of karma. 

the three spiritual poisons 
At the center of the wheel are The Three Spiritual Poisons, 
represented by three animals constantly chasing each other. 
The pig represents spiritual ignorance, the bird desire, and 
the snake anger.

the lord of death 
The Lord of Death holds the Wheel of Becoming in his mouth 
and claws, reminding viewers that all life is conditioned by 
death. There is no escape from death until one reaches the  
supreme understanding of spiritual enlightenment. 
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1  hell realm (violence) 2  ghosts (greed) 3  animals (ignorance)

4  gods (pride) 5  demigods (jealousy) 6  humans (selfishness)

1  spiritual ignorance 2  mental formations 3  base consciousness

4  physical body 5  six senses 6  contact

7  sensations 8  taking 9  craving

10 becoming (pregnancy) 11  birth 12  old age and death


